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Abstract—Cloud computing has become popular due to its attractive features. The load on the cloud is increasing tremendously with the development of new applications. Load balancing is an important part of cloud computing environment which ensures that all devices or processors perform same amount of work in equal amount of time. In this paper we are mentioned about different techniques in load, we aim to provide a structured and comprehensive overview of the research on load balancing algorithms in cloud computing. This paper surveys the state of the art load balancing tools and techniques over the period of 2004-2016.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the one of the emerging technology in the world and many companies are trying to do the work faster and faster in the competitive world. Cloud computing has been adopted by organization which includes, social networking websites, online applications are designed by Google app managers and by Google doc which are some of the important implementation and a step ahead in cloud computing. Cloud computing accumulates all the computing resources and maintains them automatically. Today’s generation depends on cloud computing to store the public as well as personal information. Cloud computing supplies relevant hardware, software and services according to the users need. Cloud computing is a new technology and it providing online resources and online storage to the user’s. It provide all the data at a lower cost. In cloud computing every users can access resources all the time through internet. They need to pay only for some of the resources as much they use. In Cloud computing cloud provider outsourced all the resources to their client. The main problem is load balancing in cloud computing. Load balancing helps to distribute all loads between all the nodes [2].

Cloud computing provides flexible way to maintain data and files, which involves virtualization, distributed computing, and web services. It also has several elements like client and distributed servers. The main target of cloud computing is to provide maximum number of services with minimum cost at any point of time. Nowadays, there are more than hundred millions of devices
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connected to the Internet. These devices submit their request and receive the response without any delay [3]. Figure 1, it shows different devices (mobiles, PCs, laptops) connect and access the data from a cloud at any given time.

Figure 1. A Cloud Computing Scenario

II. LOAD BALANCING IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Load Balancing strives to distribute the load in equal proportions across resources depending on recourse capacity so that each resource is not overload or underutilized in a cloud system. Moreover, it is considered to be a NP-hard optimization problem that has 2 types: dynamic load balancing and Static load balancing. Dynamic load balancing is to rebalance the system while running when detecting overloaded VMs while static load balancing is to balance the system from the start by scheduling. Static load balancing is preferable as it avoids VM migration costs and provides better execution time and quality of service (QoS)[4].

There are several characteristics of load balancing such as: equal division of work across all the nodes, facilitation in achieving user satisfaction, improve the system performance, reduce response time, and provide services to achieve complete resource utilization [3]. Figure 2 shows the load balancing in cloud computing. As an example, if we make one application on cloud and thousands of users are expected to access it at any point of time. Therefore, response time to thousandnumber of people will be too slow and servers will become busy very quickly, resulting in slow response and unsatisfactory users. By applying load balancing on our application it become faster, then work will be distributed at other nodes and we can get high performance and better response [5].

Figure 2. Load balancing in cloud computing

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

In load balancing algorithm finding the effort of balancing the server workloads[1]. Load Balancing is one of the main issues in cloud computing, as it improves the system response time, power consumption and utilizes resources efficiently [4]. The process in which the load is divided among several nodes of distributed system is called load balancing in cloud computing. Load balancing assists the cloud computing through algorithms [3]. Many works has been done to balance the load in order to improve the better performance and avoid over utilization of
Different load balancing algorithms are discussed in RR (round robin), RA (random allocation), Min-Min, Max-Min and other existing algorithms. Load balancing algorithms are classified into two types: Static load balancing algorithms and Dynamic load balancing algorithms [5].

A. Static Load Balancing Algorithm-

R. Lee [16] proposed a static load balancing algorithm in cloud load balancing. In Static algorithm the Scheduling assignment of tasks to processors is done before program execution begins i.e. in run time. Scheduling algorithms decision is based on information about task execution times, processing resources etc. which is assumed to be known at compile time [3]. In this section, we provide a detailed discussion on the existing load balancing algorithms for cloud. Static load balancing algorithms are not preemptive, therefore each machine has at least one task assigned for itself [6]. Static algorithms generally do not consider dynamic changes of these attributes at executing time. In addition, these algorithms cannot adapt to load changes during run-time.

a. Round Robin Load Balancer (RR)-

Radojevic proposed an algorithm called CLBDM (Central Load Balancing Decision Model). CLBDM is an improvement method in Round Robin Algorithm which is based on session switching at the application layer. A Round Robin is an arrangement of choosing all elements in a group equally in some well advised order, usually from the top to the bottom of a list and then again it’s starting at the top of the list and so on. In this algorithm all the processes are divided between all processors. In this each process is allocated to the processor in a round robin order. The work load distributions between processors are equal [2]. Different process are not having the same process time. At sometimes the some nodes are heavily loaded and others stand inactive in web servers where http requests are of similar nature and distributed equally then RR algorithm is used.

b. Min-Min Scheduling Algorithm-

H. Chen [18] proposed a Min-Min algorithm in load balancing. In Min-Min the smallest task is assigned to the fastest resource. Here the task is removed from the set and same process is repeated and this method is simple. Here smallest execution time value. In presence of more small tasks, it shows best result. It starts with a set of all unassigned tasks. In this minimum execution time for all tasks is found. Then after that among these minimum times the minimum value is selected. After task with minimum time schedule on machines. After that the execution time for all other tasks is updated on that system then again the same procedure is followed until all the tasks are assigned on the resources. The main problem of this algorithm is has a starvation [2].

c. Max-Min Scheduling Algorithm-

U. Bhoi [19] proposed a Min-Min algorithm in cloud load balancing. Max-Min algorithm is almost same as Min-Min algorithm, but in Max-Min it chooses the task with maximum value and gives into respective machine. In this algorithm first finding out minimum completion times, then the maximum value is selected which is the maximum time among all the tasks on any resources. After that maximum time finding, the task is allocated on the particular selected machine. Then the execution time for all tasks is upgraded on that machine, this is done by adding the execution time of all assigned task to the
execution times of other tasks on that machine. Then all assigned task is removed from the list that executed by the system [2].

B. Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm-
N. Haryani [21] proposed a Dynamic load balancing algorithm in cloud load balancing. Dynamic load balancing algorithm which finds for the lightest server in the network and then designated appropriate load on it. In this, work load is distributed among the processors at runtime. Here the algorithms in this category are considered complex and it’s having better fault tolerance and overall performance [9]. Dynamic algorithms are well suited in cloud computing environment because they distribute work at run time and assign suitable weights to the servers. A lightest weight server is search in network and preferred by this algorithm [3]. In dynamic load balancing the load distributes among the nodes throughout runtime. If load balancer finds high usage of CPU the request is send to the next node to handle the load, current state of the system is used [3]. Decisions on LB are based on current state of the system. No prior knowledge is compulsory. Thus it is better than static approach [10].

a. Ant colony algorithm-
Marco Dorigo first established the Ant System (AS) in his Ph.D thesis in 1992. Today it is one of the best optimization technique, here which finds the shortest path. The deposition of pheromone and the ant moves approximately at the same speed and at the same rate. And that pheromone attracts the remaining ants to move on same path. So, more ants move on same path have higher concentration of pheromone and the evaporation rate is too low on shorter path, that’s why ants chooses the shorter path [1]. Different ant colony algorithms also introduce to balance the load applying ant behavior for searching food. Larger weight means that resource has high computation power. Load balancing ant colony optimization (LBACO) not only balance the load but also minimizes make span. All tasks are assumed to be mutually independent and computationally intensive [3]. In Ant Colony Faster information can be collected by the ants and minimizes make span. J. Kaur proposed an Ant Colony Algorithm in cloud load balancing [22].

b. Honey bee foraging algorithm-
Dhinesh et al proposed an algorithm after detail analysis of foraging behavior of honey bees [3]. Honey bee foraging algorithm it increases the throughput and it minimize the response time. Honey bee foraging algorithm is a decentralized honeybee-based nature-inspired load balancing technique for self-organization. It achieves global load balancing through local server action. This algorithm is derived from the behavior of honey bees for foraging and harvesting food [5]. Here it is an under loaded VM assigns a task, it updates number of priority tasks and load of VM to other tasks in waiting list. This approach helps other processes to choose their VM. If a task has high priority, then it selects a VM having minimum number of priority tasks. It does not take into consideration only load balancing but also keeps track of priorities of tasks which currently removed from heavy loaded machines [3]. Network is over heaged so search takes long time and no clarity about the number of ants.

c. Throttled load balancing-
M. Randless [23] proposed a Throttled load balancing in cloud load balancing. Throttled load balancing mainly used to manage the tasks. The Throttled Load Balancer (TLB) maintains a record of the state of each virtual machine and during allocation of a request the current load on the VM is not considered which can in turn increase the response time of a task [5]. This algorithm depends upon the theory of suitable search of virtual machine. The task manager
makes a list of virtual machines. By using the list, client request allotted to the relevant machine. If the size and capability of the machine is suitable for request, then the job is given to that machine. This algorithm is better than round robin algorithm [3]. During allocation of a request the current load on the VM is not considered which can in turn increase the response time of a task [5].

d. OLB and LBMM-
Wang et al proposed a combination opportunistic load balancing (OLB) and load balancing min-min (LBMM) algorithms to improve the performance of each tasks and it increases the task proficiency. All the tasks are given to each nodes in a specific manner and here the results are better than all other algorithms and also it is used in LBMM. In LBMM it starts by executing Min-Min algorithm at the first step. At the second step it chooses the smallest size task from the heaviest loaded resource and calculates the completion time for that task on all other resources. Then the minimum completion time of that task is compared with the makespan produced by Min-Min. If it is less than makespan then the task is reassigned to the resource that produce it, and the ready time of both resources are updated [5]. J. Uma [24] proposed an opportunistic load balancing in cloud load balancing.

IV. COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS OF SOME OF THE EXISTING ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduling algorithms</th>
<th>Title and Author</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>disadvantages</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
<th>Complexity level</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static load balancing algorithm [16]</td>
<td>Load Balancing Algorithms in Cloud Computing: A Survey of Modern Techniques By sidraaslam</td>
<td>At compile time decision about load balancing is made. The traffic is divided equally among the servers. Fewer complexes</td>
<td>There are only few load variations that are limited to the environment. It does not have ability to make changes at the end of run-time.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-Robin[17]</td>
<td>A Survey on Scheduling and Load Balancing Techniques in Cloud Computing Environment By Subhadra Bose Shaw</td>
<td>It is easy to understand, provides fairness and performs better for short CPU burst. There is fixed quantum time and also used priority.</td>
<td>Long time is taken for larger tasks. Context switches occurs more due to short quantum time and to achieve the high performance the job should be same. Longer jobs are keep on switching when quantum is slow.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-Min[18]</td>
<td>Load Balancing in Cloud System using Max Min and Min Min</td>
<td>In min-min response time is faster and also providing good performance.</td>
<td>Starvation. Machine and task variation cannot be predicted. Here it does not</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max-Min</strong> [19]</td>
<td>By Rajwinder Kaur</td>
<td>In presence of more small tasks it shows the best result. This method is simple.</td>
<td>no low high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm</strong> [21]</td>
<td>By Siddhaal Bajrana</td>
<td>In max-min it reduces the makespan. Here requirements are prior known. So it works better.</td>
<td>no high high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ant colony algorithm</strong> [22]</td>
<td>By Urmi Kashyap</td>
<td>Here the best case scenario is provided that’s why the under loaded node is found at beginning of the search. Decentralized, no single point of failure. Here ants can collect the Information faster.</td>
<td>no no high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Honey bee foraging</strong> [3]</td>
<td>By Munamali Shah</td>
<td>It works better under heterogeneous resources. This algorithm increases the throughput and minimizes the response time.</td>
<td>no low low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Throttled load balancing</strong> [23]</td>
<td>By Rajwinder Kaur</td>
<td>TLB tries to distribute the load equally among the virtual machines.</td>
<td>no low low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Throttled Algorithm
By Shridhar G. Domanal

Good performance and this method is used to manage the tasks.

waited.


It is simple. It improve the performance of each tasks. It increases the task proficiency. Because of three layers this algorithm is slow than other algorithms.

no high low

V. CONCLUSION
The load balancing of the system is one of the greatest concern which should be worked and improved upon. Various techniques and algorithms are used to solve the problem. In this paper we survey various existing load balancing methods in different environments and have also mentioned their advantages, disadvantages and many other details which can be used by the researcher to develop more precise and efficient algorithms. A large number of parameters and different types of soft computing techniques can be included in the future for the better utilization and needs of the user. The various load balancing techniques are also being compared here which can be used for more improvements and research in future.
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